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SEND IN YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS//
ARTICLES, PHOTOS, REMINISCENCES,
MECHANICAL TIPS, NOTICES, FUNNIES.
DEADLINE
20th of the month (late contributions are accepted if time
allows, please phone to check if this is ok)
Email:

themag.vcc@gmail.com

Editor:

Kay Elmsly 06 845 0577 or 027 286 6480
during work hours 9am - 5pm Monday-Friday
11 Claridge Place, Taradale, Napier 4112
Please label well, THE MAG HBVCC

Designer: Liv Coleske Ladybug Design 06 845 3276
during work hours 9am - 5pm Monday-Thursday

VIEW THIS MAG IN FULL COLOUR ONLINE WWW.HBVCC.ORG.NZ
The views expressed here in are those of the authors and do not necessarily express the policy or views of the Editor, the Hawke’s Bay Branch of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc), the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc) or other publishers. The editor/committee reserves the right to accept, edit, publish, abridge or decline contributions submitted for
publication. All names, dates and times published are checked against the material supplied and the editor/committee can have no responsibilty for mistakes in the copy supplied. Some
material may be held over until there is sufficient space to publish it.
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L
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT//
By Ian Elmsly

Firstly I hope you are all well and are
surviving the “lockdown” and have
managed to complete all those chores
that we had been putting off prior to
the proverbial hitting the fan!! To say it
has been a bizarre period would be an
understatement as we have adjusted to
different routines, and for those of us used
to going to work, to suddenly stay home
takes some adjustment! The contacts that
have been flowing with txt messages and
emails has been amazing. Clearly some
people have too much time on their hands
but the jokes and stories have been a
welcome distraction to this dam virus! I
think many will have upskilled with using
technology as more and more hook into
“zoom”, what’s-app and the likes to stay in
touch with family and friends. We have all
no doubt got opinions as to the rights and
wrongs of the government and their actions
or lack of but let’s all hope that we come out
the other side in one piece.
One concern we had as a Club was the
well published visit of the Ruby Princess
cruise boat, as we had our team down on
the wharf that day for the visit, and some
members may have had visitors closer than
they would have liked. But we can report
that Helen Ball was on top of the game and
liaising with the Cruise Boat team and all
have reported in good health (phew!).
Going forward, as you were all advised in
our newsletter of the 23rd March 20, the
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Club is closed until 30th June20 and at this
point this date still stands. We will of course
be reviewing the position in line with the
Governments guidelines and instructions.
You will all realise that this will impact
on our AGM that was scheduled for the
10th June20, and you will be updated as to
the position with the AGM via a separate
notice.
One positive from the current situation, is
the price of petrol, which apparently has
dropped! Let’s hope that once we can get
out and about, we can fuel up the old cars
without draining the wallet, and empting
Kiwisaver accounts. Always the way, the
price drops, but some Muppet stops you
from driving the car!! Also interesting was
the email from Kaaren Smylie, the North
Island Club Captain to all North Island
members with kind wishes for the ANZAC
weekend, a nice touch so well done.
So that’s it from me for now. Stay safe, look
after yourselves and be kind (just joking
about the “be kind” bit! You’re allowed
to be grumpy from time to time when
appropriate!)
Happy polishing (seen you can’t drive the
cars).

CLUB CAPTAIN//
By Esther Smith

I had agreed to write a report for this
edition of the MAG but now I can’t think
what to say. All those imminent and future
events that were planned have either passed
up or will now not be happening. It won’t
be difficult to get our local club events back
up and running again, but I am sorry that
we had to cancel the National Vintage Rally
originally planned for early September, and
to hear that the 2021 Vero Rally in New
Plymouth has been postponed for a year we
were looking forward to that event.
So what are the pro’s and con’s of been in
isolation, well I thought I would select 5 in
each category
Pros
• The wonders of technology mean that I
still have a job, it took some getting used
to but now we are operating pretty much
business as usual just all from within our
own bubbles
• Thanks to those keeping us supplied with
a steady stream of jokes and video clips
• Our bubble includes our daughter, son
in law and 4 grandchildren who live 50
metre down the shared driveway so life
is not dull
• The amazing weather we have had, I
know we desperately need rain, but
the sunshine has made lockdown a lot
more bearable also the proliferation of
birdlife, in one early morning walk I saw
a Pheasant, a Kingfisher, a Hawk, Tui, a

family of Quail and lots of Fantails
• Heaps of time to read, I‘m saving nearly
an hour a day through not having to
commute to work
Con’s
• Missing catching up with our wider
family and friends.
• Our house construction stopped just
before the kitchen was to be installed
(now restarting under level 3 which is
very exciting)
• We both desperately need a haircut,
especially when the barber Graham
goes to in town and his wife who is
a hairdresser just happen to be our
neighbours.
• Absolutely hated going to the
supermarket
• Uncertainty as to what the future holds,
what will be the new normal, feeling so
sorry for people and businesses adversely
affected by the lockdown and who face
an uncertain future.
For now all we can do is keep in touch with
one another, tidy the workshop yet again,
and get onto all those vehicle restoration or
maintenance projects, you just hadn’t had
time for before. In that way your vehicle will
be all ready for when we can open the club
again and get some runs organised.
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Early Bird Registration is open for the 15th National Model A Ford Rally 2021.
This will be held from Sunday 28 March to Sunday 04 April 2021 (Easter Weekend)
in Gisborne at the A & P Showgrounds and Events Centre.
Come along and join other Model A enthusiasts for a relaxed but entertaining time in
Gisborne. Enjoy the friendly people and experience the ‘Real New Zealand’ driving your
Model A.
Gisborne is situated on the East Coast and is known for its beautiful beaches, vineyards,
orchards and good Model A roads. Sometimes referred to as the ‘City of Rivers’, Gisborne
is the first City on earth to see the sun rise.
‘Early Bird’ indicates to the organisers you have chosen to receive your rally information
early and avoid missing out on the news as it comes to hand, or tours that may have limited
numbers. Don’t wait too long to register as we are limited to 300 entrants.

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FEE - $20
To obtain your Early Bird Registration Form email the organising team at
gisbornemodelafordrally@gmail.com
or phone one of the organising team members
David Mossman 0272 350 444

-

Tony Bartlett 0272 725 648

Rob Brown 0274 745 726

-

Errol McAlpine 0274 543 983

Karen Thomas 0274 190 191

-

Kristina Rarere 022 367 5776

Karen Thomas, Secretary
15th National Model A Rally Gisborne 2021

May 2020

Tairawhaiti Gisborne 2021

EARLYBIRD REGISTRATION FORM
15TH National Model A Rally

GISBORNE
Sunday 28 March – Sunday 4th April 2021
Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
Phone:

________________________

Post Code______________

Mobile: _____________________________

Email: ________________________________________
Vehicle Information: _______________________________________________________
‘EarlyBird’ indicates to committee you have chosen to receive your rally information Early and avoid
missing out on the news as it comes to hand, or tours that have limited numbers.

EarlyBird Registration Fee** - $20

Date Paid:

You may transfer $20 to our 15th National Model A Rally Gisborne
Kiwibank Account No. 38 9020 0435942 00 with first initial and surname as reference or
by cash, to be posted to the address below. ***
Receipts will be forwarded by email unless otherwise requested.
Please email completed forms to gisbornemodelafordrally@gmail.com or post to:
15th National Model A Rally 2021
PO Box 9372, Newmarket, Auckland 1459
Enquiries to: David Mossman (0272 350 444) or Tony Bartlett (027 272 5648) or email
gisbornemodelafordrally@gmail.com for further information.
** EarlyBird Registration Fee is non refundable

***Please note we can no longer accept cheques
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LOCKDOWN BLUES//
By Graham Smith

“Well Madam what have you in mind to do
today?”
“Actually is more what I have in mind for you to
do Dear Lustful. You see I have offered the Editor
of the Mag a page of your finest script about one of
those old jalopies you have in the shed, maybe the
shiny red one.”
“Would that be the same Mag that is under virus
lockdown and currently is suspension? If so why
am I involved Madam?”
“The alternative Dear Lustful is that you could be
in suspension – from the rafters; now just get on
with it!”
And so it was. I had to rack my little brain and
dredge up details from over 50 years ago – no
actually nearer 70 years as I need to go back to
the early 1950s. Bear with me, I’ll try and be
brief and remember where I’m up to. Now yes,
the early 1950s. Around 1953 my father, then in
his 40s, decided he would like to purchase a new
car. He has never owned a car and didn’t even
have his licence at that time but never mind.
With four children he wanted a car with a bench
front seat that would seat 6 people. He had his
eye on a Standard Vanguard, a Humber Hawk or
a Ford Zephyr. In those days you put your name
down with the car dealer and waited. Those with
overseas funds (mainly sheep farmers who could
sell their wool on the London market in their
own name so getting the precious overseas funds)
could get to the top of the list. Others just took
what they could when a car came up. Dad would
spend many a lunchtime walking around the
dealers to see if anything had come up. So it was
that in November 1955 he went into McDonald
Halligan Motors in Albert Street in Auckland
(one of two Rootes dealers in the same street)
and was offered a brand new red Humber Super
May 2020

Snipe. He had the weekend to think how he was
going to find the additional 200 pounds. All the
moneyboxes got shaken empty and the car was
bought. I was with dad and his brother who
drove it home and 65 years later it still resides in
our shed. I spent many informative teenage years
helping to maintain the car and on trips, being
piggy in the middle keeping two waring elder
sisters apart while younger sister got to sit up in
the front seat between our parents. But no, that’s
not the shiny red car that Madam referred to. We
will come to that shortly.
Dad was an accountant with a large insurance
company by day and a farmer by night and
weekend. We had about 400 fowls, bee hives
and fruit trees and with a double section he had
a large veggie and flower garden. He also grew
calla lilies for market. Eggs, cull poultry and
the lilies were taken to market from our home
in Birkenhead on Auckland’s North Shore by
the local carriers Barrett and Durham. In the
late 1960s I started looking about for a small
rural property to buy. I looked at one 10 acre
block near Taupaki in North West Auckland but
couldn’t afford the 3300 pound purchase price so
instead I purchased a one acre harbour-side block
on the upper reaches of the Waitemata harbour,
complete with boat ramp and boatshed for 1650
pounds. Meanwhile my parents bought the 10
acre Taupaki block and moved there (complete
with the lilies but only a few chooks) in the early
1970s. This posed a problem for getting the
lilies to market and dad started to look at small
station wagons that he could use to transport
the lilies into the Turners and Growers market
as he didn’t like using the Super Snipe for that.
He was leaning towards a Datsun 120Y wagon.
About that time I read an article about a fairly
unusual and somewhat revolutionary car that was
available in small numbers in New Zealand – the

*Refers to 136LiL & 136LiHD45

www.husqvarna.com.au

7113096AA

See Ron or Paul
JYOUNG MOTORS | 590 Main Road, Bay View
Ph: 836 6126 | chainsaws@yml.co.nz
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Lockdown Blues continued...

Renault 16TS. I had moved to Wellington but on
a trip to Auckland in December 1972 I went with
Dad to the Auckland agents, Campbell Motors in
Upper Queen Street Auckland to look at a 16TS.
Campbell Motors assembled the more orthodox
Renault 12 saloons and station wagons in the
Thames plant now used by Toyota. The Renault
16TS was however imported fully assembled
and being French had higher duty. We took the
16TS for a test drive (actually I drove) and Dad
decided to purchase it there and then. He wasn’t
going to dither, memories of the 1950s being
still fairly fresh. However he decided to pick up
the car the following week as it would be a year
younger! So on 3rd January 1973 the car was
registered in his name as manufactured in 1973,
and yes, it was red too.
In 1983 dad was keen to buy the next model
Renault, the slightly bigger Renault 20TS.
However all the next shipment had been presold. We has moved to Napier and I ascertained
that Ross Dysart and McLean, the Renault
agents in Hastings, were getting a gold one in
but it had not arrived. My father decided to buy
it sight unseen and when it arrived my parents
came down to Napier in the 16TS which we
bought from them and they headed home in the
20TS. The 16TS then became our daily vehicle,
our 1960 Humber Super Snipe being relegated
to special occasions and underwent a stripdown, some panel work and a respray by me at
home. Although only 1600cc the 16TS engine
is reasonably powerful for its day with a twin
choke Weber carb and crossflow engine design
using twin overhead rockershafts and crossover
pushrods that make it look rather like a twin
overhead cam engine – a virtually identical
design to that in the 1960 Super Snipe. Being
May 2020

fairly high geared it cruises well and on one
occasion we saw nearly the ton (yes it has a mph
speedo) with plenty of go left.
With three children we would go on holiday
with a laden car and a laden trailer with all the
tent and camping gear. We only had problems
twice and it was both when towing on steep
gravel roads – once going into Anaura Bay north
of Gisborne (where the HBVCC went with
the 2019 Gisborne Safari) with a heavy trailer
and we lost traction and Esther and son had
to get out and walk some of the (then) gravel
hill while I backed for a second and successful
attempt. The second time I needed help we were
towing a 14 foot caravan up to Riverlands off
the Napier-Taupo road. All was well until we got
onto a steep gravel hill over the Mohaka going
into Riverlands. Again front wheel drive let us
down and we had to get the help of a McVickers’
Bedford truck to take the caravan the final mile
or so. A couple of years later I stripped and
repainted the Renault and had the upholstery
redone as the original velour simply fell apart
in the Hawke’s Bay sun. After much hunting
Malcolm Wilkie at Napier Auto Upholstery
found a virtually identical looking fabric but
being made in Australia should better stand
up to our uv. With Bruce McKechnie’s help we
rebuilt the motor (it has wet liners and I had got
a piston/liner set at a good price). Around 2000
we purchased a 1983 Renault 30TX which was
the V6 engined version of the Renault 20 but
with other upgrades like cruise control, twin
circuit four wheel disc brakes etc etc.
I then decided that the Renault 16TS paintwork
was looking a bit shabby and again fully stripped
the car but this time arranged for a professional
painter to do the job. Unfortunately he went
back to the UK to visit his family and never

Lockdown Blues continued...

» Renault 16 stripped shortly after painting.

» Renault 16 doors on and interior trim being
fitted.

» Renault 16 exterior trim being fitted.
Note location of spare wheel.

» Almost finished – just long range lights and
some trim to do. In front of new house.
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Phone 06 835 7490
56 Thames Street Napier
collisionrepaircentre.co.nz
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Lockdown Blues continued...

came back. The little car then languished in
a shed for over 15 years until I decided that
it needed to be got back on the road. Bruce
Cocker in Meeanee has done a fabulous job on
the repaint and over the past 18 months I’ve just
about finished reassembling it with just a little
exterior trim to do. I located a firm in Holland
from that has almost everything for these cars
including even all the subframes, not that I
needed those. I bought all new window rubbers
and felts and fitted new seatbelts (it didn’t have
rear ones originally) and it’s now just about ready
for a warrant and rego, and maybe a VCC outing
when the lockdown is finally lifted.
A brief history of the Renault 16TS. The Renault
16 was released in 1970 and was the first
successful hatchback car. The term hatchback (or
liftback) hadn’t been coined and initially it was
marketed as (don’t laugh) a limousine. It does
have exceptionally comfortable seats though. It
was in production for 15 years until 1980 and
nearly 2 million were built although few came to
New Zealand because of the high import duty.
The (recently) late Sir Stirling Moss once said
that all car manufacturers should purchase and
study the model which he described as one of the
most intelligent cars built. In addition to being
front wheel drive (so giving a fairly flat floor)
and large hatch it has torsion bar suspension
that doesn’t intrude into the rear space (just
the shockabsorber towers). The suspension is
a bit unusual in that the rear torsion bars are
transverse, one behind the other, which results in
the wheelbase on the left being longer than that
on the right. The seating has about 7 positions
including a sleeping position for the front
passenger as they had rallying in mind (there is
a passenger map reading light and front grab rail
too), the whole rear seat can be moved forward
several inches to give a larger boot (a feature just

coming into some new SUVs 50 years later) the
rear seat squab can be flipped forward and the
rear seat back swung up to be suspended from
the grab handles, or both squab and seat back
can be easily removed, and the seats can all be
lain flat to form a bed of sorts. Its Achilles’ heel
was (like so many other cars up to the 1990s)
rust. I believe there was some Russian steel used
as part of a trade deal with France (a bit like we
sold butter to Russia in return for Lada cars).
Our car has fortunately been garaged most of its
life and hasn’t suffered much rust.
“And the 16TS; what’s that all about? Would that
be 16 tons. Oh, I remember, some ships are TS
for twin screw. Am I close?”
“About as close to the wharf as you’ll likely to get
in this car; no TS is Tourissimo Speciale”
“OK a tourist model then, but why be so obscure
Lustful?”
“Madam, better you ask the Italians. I think
they’d probably suggest something like Touring
Special just for you”.
“And here’s me thinking that tours to Italy are
off at present due to the CCP virus lockdown
Lustful”
‘Oh I’m sure they’d make a special trip for you
dear. I think there are only about 400 cruise
ships lying idle at the moment. Social distancing
shouldn’t be a problem as you will be the only
one aboard. Do give them a ring. No, first send
this to the Hon Editor. I don’t like the look of
those rafters.
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MOTHERS DAY//
Sunday 10th May

To all the mothers out there enjoy your day on
Sunday 10th May and to also remember the mothers
who are no longer with us but forever in our hearts.
May 2020
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WANTED//
WANTED BLACK TV CABINET, 350x700x430 with two glass doors.
Phone Dave Roberton 843 5151
WANTED DODGE PARTS My son Alec’s 1925 has just wrecked a 20 inch steel
disc rim, so we are desperately trying to locate at least one to get the vehicle back
on the road. An extra 1 or 2 would be great so as to have a spare. Contact Simon
O’Hara phone 06 370 8844 or cell 021 141 2332.
WANTED RIMS 1928 Fast Four sedan, at least 2 x 19 inch split rims to fit onto the
wooden spoke wheels. We would be keen to hear of any other spare Parts to suit the
1928 fast four and both 1924 and 1925 cars. Contact Simon O’Hara phone 06 370
8844 or cell 021 141 2332.
WANTED AUSTIN CHAMP PARTS ph. Pete Judd 0274 483025.
ANYONE WANTING LED LIGHTS
LED V INCANDESCENT LIGHTS.
Just fitted 6 volt parking lights, hard to tell the
difference. Anyone after 6 volt lights including
headlights give me a call. Bob Ackerley
PH. 876 6968

If any of these ads are no longer required please contact
“The Editor” Thank you.

CLUB SPARE PARTS CORNER//
For any enquiries phone Brian Taylor on 027 4436009 or contact the Club’s Spares
Dept. on Tuesday mornings between 9am & 11am on 06 835 1483.
May 2020
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NOTICE BOARD//
If you want to add any notices to the notice board please contact the Editor.

invites you to

invites you to

THE ULTIMATE
TIME TRIAL 2020
13 - 18 OCTOBER 2020

THE ULTIMATE
Outstanding opportunity to drive iconic North Island roads as a Time Trial
This is not a race, but rather an exercise in precise driving and time keeping
maintain a set
average speed
TIMEto TRIAL
2020
through all closed tarmac stages, (similar to a regularity trial, but with the safety of knowing that all participants

Photo : Proshotz Photography – 1957 MGA

havePhotography
staggered
start
Photo : Proshotz
– 1957 MGA

13 - 18 OCTOBER 2020
times, drive in the same direction, on the same road, with nothing coming towards them!)

Entry: “SuperOutstanding
Early Bird” discount
entry fee
is available
16Island
December
2019
VCCTrial
members in VCC
opportunity
to drive
iconic until
North
roads
as afor
Time
eligible,
road-legal
carsrather
(30+ an
years
old), with
a VIC (Vehicle
Identity
and
third-party
insurance.
This is not
a race, but
exercise
in precise
driving and
timeCard),
keeping
to minimum
maintain a
set average
speed
(“Early
Bird”
discount
entry
fee
is
also
available
to
VCC
members
from
17
December
2019
to
31 all
January
2020).
through all closed tarmac stages, (similar to a regularity trial, but with the safety of knowing that
participants
No
special
car
modifications
(roll
cage
etc),
are
required.
have staggered start times, drive in the same direction, on the same road, with nothing coming towards them!)
Refer
www.vcc.org.nz
“Nationaluntil
Events”
for details.
Entry: “Super Early Bird”
discount
entry fee is available
16 December
2019 for VCC members in VCC
For (30+
moreyears
information
www.targa.nz
“2020and
Events”
eligible, road-legal cars
old), withcheck
a VICout
(Vehicle
Identity Card),
minimum third-party insurance.
Rod
rod.corbett88@gmail.com
02717
433
8772
(“Early Bird” discount entry
feeCorbett
is also available
to VCC members from
December
2019 to 31 January 2020).
No special car modifications (roll cage etc), are required.
Refer www.vcc.org.nz “National Events” for details.
For more information check out www.targa.nz “2020 Events”
Rod Corbett rod.corbett88@gmail.com 027 433 8772
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS//
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FUTURE EVENTS//
WINTER ART DECO - CANCELLED (AS ADVISED BY THE ART DECO TRUST)
VINTAGE VEHICLE RALLY 10-13TH SEPTEMBER - CANCELLED.
17-22 JANUARY 2021 - POSTPONED TILL 2022
VERO INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF HISTORIC MOTORING
May 2020

HBVCC
BRANCH EVENTS//
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FOR SALE//
CLOTHING TAPE Mend your furs in time for Art Deco Festival 2021.
$4 per metre. Phone Carolyn on 06 844 3323 or email carolyn@asian-seed.co.nz.
FOR SALE Portable gramophone with a number of 78 records. This gramophone
has been restored and is in excellent playable condition. A must for Gatsby Picnic,
Art Deco, homestead run etc. $275 Mark Jenkinson 027 942 1146.
		FOR SALE SINGER VOGUE SERIES 1 to 4. Grill bottom
		
half in very good condition $50.00 Phone Colin on 06 878 5969
		or bmck@xtra.co.nz
		FOR SALE ¾ DRIVE SOCKET SET SK ¾ inch drive socket set in
		
excellent condition. Set includes 9 sockets from sizes 15/16 to 1
		
5/8 inch + 1 Tipco @ 1 11/16. 1 x elbow bar @ 450 mm 1 x universal
		
joint drive 1 x extension @ 200 mm 1 x extension @ 400 mm. Original
tool box. These are very good quality tools in excellent condition. There are some minor
marks on the box. Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or bmck@xtra.co.nz
FOR SALE AUSTIN VANDEN PLAS 4 litre R new old stock oil filter cartridge $15.00.
Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or email bmck@xtra.co.nz.
FOR SALE AUSTIN A30/A35 STEERING IDLER new old stock still in box. $50.00
+freight or pick up. Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or bmck@xtra.co.nz.
FOR SALE AUSTIN/MORRIS 1800 WHEEL TRIM. It has a few marks on it. $10.00.
Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or email bmck@xtra.co.nz.
FOR SALE MODEL T PARTS including 1 partial vehicle with engine, 2 more engines,
5 transmissions, diffs,. front axles, body parts, 5 chassis, Ruckstell axle parts, plus heaps
more. Would prefer to sell as bulk lot. Pete Judd 0274 483025.
FOR SALE 1974 Rover 3500 auto/pst / tb, 3 owners, 270k, excellent condition,
contact Dave Robertson ph 8435151.
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PROUD SPONSORS OF THE
ART DECO FESTIVAL FOR 2017, 2018, 2019

